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Core Argument  

 At the heart of development is a paradox – 
development is both a utopian idea of the rest catching 
up with the West, and a tool of the West to ensure the 
reproduction of Western hegemony in a post-colonial 
environment 

 Aid as Solidarity often undermined by geopolitical, 
strategic and economic objectives of dominant powers.  

 Hypothesis: Periods of economic crisis/recession and 
geopolitical tension are more likely to undermine the 
more positive aspects – both in terms of volume and 
content and the geographical distribution - & vice-versa  

History of Development  

 Debates around coinage of ‘development’ 
 "We must embark on a bold new program for making 

the benefits of our scientific advances and industrial 
progress available for the improvement and growth of 
the underdeveloped areas….I believe that we should 
make available to peace loving peoples the benefits of 
our store of technical knowledge in order to help them 
realise their aspirations for a better life…..The old 
imperialism - exploitation for foreign profit - has no 
place in our plans.  What we envisage is a program 
of development based on the concepts of 
democratic fair dealing."  President Truman, Point 
Four 1948  

History of Development 

 NSC, 1948, US State Department:  

 “the US has about 50% of the world’s 
wealth, but only 6.3% of its population. . .In 
this situation, we cannot fail to be the object of 
envy and resentment. Our real task in the 
coming period is to devise a pattern of 
relationships that will permit us to 
maintain this position of disparity.”  

 Grand Area Strategy, Containment & Roll Back  

 

Schematic History of Aid to Education  

 From Cold Wars (1940s to 1990s):  
 Education Aid as a Geopolitical Tool 
 Modernization – Human Capital 
 Neoliberalism, SAPS, education & austerity 
 To Post-Cold War (1990s-2001) 
 Education For All 
 Neoliberal PWC Hegemony  
 New Development Compact, MDGs 
 Post 9-11 (2001-) 
 Education For All 
 Neoliberal PWC Hegemony 
 Merging of Security and Development  
 Aid to education and the war on terror 
 Global Financial Crisis (2008-) 
 Aid under extreme pressure in G8 countries 
 Education support loses priority status 
 Aid to education – ONLY if – it can support core objectives: security, 
 economic growth, etc. (ours and/or LDCs)  
 Neoliberal Resurgence: Reform & Private schooling  
 
  
  

Accumulation 

Legitimation  Social 
Cohesion 

Roger Dale (1989); 
Claus Offe (1984) 

Aid & Austerity in Education 

 Just when a big push is needed to reach 
Education for All by 2015, there are worrying 
signs that donor commitment to education is 
stagnating. The economic downturn has 
tightened budgets. (GMR, 2012:140) 
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Austerity, Education & the Private 

Sector  

 The onward march of the privatisation agenda 
in education has speeded up since 2008 

 PPPs in Education – in various guises is on the 
rise 

 Public Sector Reform – in various guises on the 
rise and with a view to increasing the private 
sector  

 As in many other sectors, the solution to the 
crisis created by neoliberalism is more 
neoliberalism (‘failing forward’ , Peck, 2011)  

 
Stephen Ball (2012) Global Education Inc. 
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Austerity, Education & the Private 

Sector  

 Incapacity of states to fund public education? 
 “The expansion of market relations allows in theory. A 

lower level of public spending, and therefore a lower 
level of taxation.” (Connell et al 2009:332) 

 Policy is a profit making business – and private firms sell 
their expertise in reform and management (PWC, KPMG, 
CFBT;  Cambridge Education) 

 Not only about spreading neoliberalism but also 
benefitting from it – and allowing private western firms 
make profit from public sector funds (Northern & 
Southern States) 

 “What’s needed to ‘open up’ public services to new 
providers and suppliers? “ (To quote from PWC leaflet – 
Forward Thinking: Where next for public Services? 

Austerity & Aid to Education:  

Key Trends  

 Western Debt Crisis driving down aid budgets  

 Education sector singled out for extra cuts 
(Netherlands, USA)  
 More pressure to prioritise on donor key sectors 

(expertise, national benefit, likely impact) 

 Big question in Education is now Quality, not Access 
which is difficult in a results based environment 

 Beyond Education as Human Right to the Role of 
Education in contributing to X, Y, Z  

 Private Sector Promotion to Public Sector Issues 
 

Development Assistance & Security 

 In the UK strategic defence and security review 
in 2011, the new coalition pledges to double by 
2014 the £1.9bn that is spent on "fragile and 
conflicted states". 

 These shifts were also occurring in US, Australia, 
Canada, the Netherlands 

 Aid to conflict & ‘fragile’ states increased sharply 
– from 10% in 2000 to 38.4% of total ODA 2007 

 From Post cold war conflict interventions to Post 
9/11 concerns  

 Diplomacy, Development and Defence (3 D)   

 

Where does education fit in? 

 Education Practice as part of expansion 

 Mission creep (UNICEF, Save the Children, INEE)  

 EFA and conflict (50% of out of school children in conflict and 
post conflict  states 

 Madrasa Education and the need for reform  

 Education as new tool in counterinsurgency war after failure of 
Iraq and Afghanistan ‘hard power’ (building schools, 
deradicalising groups, winning local support ) 

 With pressure on aid budgets – both allocation and effect – 
force justification of education’s role – SECURITY BENEFITS 
has become a new justification to maintain budgets 
 

 

 

 

 The Multiple Discourses of 

Security/Education and Development  

“ You can’t have development without security, and without 
security development Is impossible” 
 
 Development/Education as Human Security  
 Development and Agency/NGO security 
 Security and the Protection of Education Institutions and 

Communities 
 Security First and Post-Conflict Reconstruction (and 

education where?) 
 Security/Development and Education as Counterinsurgency  
 Development, Education and Counterterrorism  

 Long tern  
 Short Term  

Which discourses prevail?  

 The problems of 3 D Strategy  
 Coordination or domination?  
  At present, the U.S. defense budget accounts for 

approximately half of total global defense spending, 
while the U.S. armed forces employ about 1.68 million 
uniformed members. By comparison, the State 
Department employs about 6,000 Foreign Service 
officers, while the U.S. Agency for International 
Development (USAID) has about 2,000. In other 
words, the Department of Defense is about 210 times 
larger than USAID and State combined—there are 
substantially more people employed as musicians in 
Defense bands than in the entire foreign service.9 
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|In 2009 Half of aid to fragile states goes to 
only eight countries(OECD 2011) 

Provincial Reconstruction Teams 

 Although touted as a marriage of equals between civilian and 
military actors, PRTs in Afghanistan are overwhelmingly 
military in scope and operation.19 The typical PRT consists of 
80-100 soldiers, under the direct command of a military 
officer, focused heavily on force protection and security 
assistance. These figures dwarf the handful of individual 
representatives from State, USAID and the Department of 
Agriculture. More problematic than this imbalance in 
numbers is the generally poor development practice of PRTs 
and the relative lack of attention to promoting good 
governance and the rule of law. Where reconstruction 
activities have occurred, QIPs have often failed to take the 
longer term development…, according to the U.S. interagency 
assessment of PRTs, “schools were built without teachers and 
clinics without doctors.” (Patrick & Brown, 2007: 6) 
 

Education and Security: 

Peacebuilding or Pacification? 

 Education/Security link is not necessarily 
negative  

 Also a strong possibility to transform 
‘pacification’ agenda towards a more sustainable 
path that seeks to address ‘root causes’ and 
‘injustices’ – through education  

 Dutch funded UNICEF programme on 
Peacebuilding, Education and Advocacy (2012-
2016) – Human Security rather than our Security 
– long term rather than short term. 

Between Security & Austerity in 

Education ? 

 Twin effects of Western austerity & Security 
Concerns are skewing budgets 
geographically, politically, ideologically with 
loaded agendas….. 

 It’s all about us!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 Our crisis, leads us to develop aid policy rooted 

in our economic growth and wellbeing – not LICs  

 Our security concerns lead us to a security 
agenda that is not about protecting the (human) 
security of people in the South – who are far 
more vulnerable and at risk. 

Between Security & Austerity in 

Education: Ways Forward ? 

 SAPS agenda in the 1980s undermined both by 
protests in South and North and good critical 
research that monitored the devastating effects of 
budget cuts on health and education 

 Civil Society mobilisation, lobbying and pressure 
in the North can assist in promoting ‘positive’ aid 
giving, less distorted by national security and 
economic interests 

 Policy level we should NOT abandon the rights 
based agenda on education, but expand and clarify 
our position – and build a progressive lobby for a 
new right to education agenda post 2015 

 

The Right to Education 

 the right to free and compulsory education,  
 the right to non-discrimination,  
 the right to adequate infrastructure,  
 the right to quality trained teachers,  
 the right to a safe and non-violent environment,  
 the right to relevant education,  
 the right to know your rights,  
 the right to participate, 
 the right to transparent and accountable schools 
 the right to quality learning.  


